Abstract Topic models can learn topics that are highly interpretable, semantically-coherent and can be used similarly to subject headings. But sometimes learned topics are lists of words that do not convey much useful information. We propose models that score the usefulness of topics, including a model that computes a score based on pointwise mutual information (PMI) of pairs of words in a topic. Our PMI score, computed using word-pair co-occurrence statistics from external data sources, has relatively good agreement with human scoring. We also show that the ability to identify less useful topics can improve the results of a topic-based document similarity metric.
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1 Introduction

Topic models are unsupervised probabilistic models for document collections, and are generally regarded as the state-of-the-art for extracting course-grained semantic information from collections of text documents. The extracted semantic content is useful for a variety of applications including automatic categorization and faceted browsing. The topic model technique learns a set of thematic topics from words that tend to co-occur in documents. The technique assigns a small number of topics to each document, and those topics can then be used to explain and retrieve documents. However this explanation of a document is only useful if we can understand what is meant by a given topic.

Since the introduction of the original topic model approach [Blei et al., 2003, Griffiths and Steyvers, 2004], many researchers have modified and extended topic modeling in a variety of ways. However, there has been less effort on understanding the semantic nature of topics learned by topic models. While the list of the most likely (i.e. important) words in a topic provides good transparency to defining a topic, how can humans best interpret and understand the gist of a topic? Some researchers have started to address this problem, including Mei et al. [2007] who looked at the problem of automatic assignment of a short label for a topic, and Griffiths and Steyvers [2006] who applied topic models to word sense distinction tasks. Wallach et al. [2009] proposed methods for evaluating topic models, but they focused on the statistics of the model, not the meaning of individual topics.

The challenge of helping a user understand a discovered topic is exacerbated by the variable semantic quality of topics produced by a topic model. Certain types of document collections, for example collections of abstracts of research papers, produce mostly high-quality interpretable topics which have clear semantic meaning. However, the broader class of document collections — for example emails, blogs, news articles and books — tend to produce a wider mix of topics. The novelty of our work is targeting this challenge by focusing on evaluation of topics using their degree of usefulness to humans.

In this work we first ask humans to decide whether individual learned topics are useful or not (we define what is meant by useful). We then propose models that use external text data sources, such as Wikipedia or Google hits, to predict human judgements. Finally, we show how an assessment of useful and useless topics can improve the outcome of a document similarity task.

2 Topic Modeling

The topic model — also known as latent Dirichlet allocation or discrete principal component analysis (PCA) — is a Bayesian graphical model for text document collections represented by bags-of-words (see Blei et al. [2003], Griffiths and Steyvers [2004], Buntine and Jakulin [2004]). In a topic model, each document in the collection of $D$ documents is modeled as a multinomial distribution over $T$ topics, where each topic is a multinomial distribution over $W$ words. Typically, only a small number of words are important (have high likelihood) in each topic, and only a small number of topics are present in each document.

The collapsed Gibbs [Geman and Geman, 1984] sampled topic model simultaneously learns the topics and the mixture of topics in documents by iteratively sampling the topic assignment $z$ to every word in every document, using the Gibbs sampling update...
\[ p(z_{id} = t|x_{id} = w, z^{-id}) \propto \frac{N_{wd}^t + \beta}{\sum_w N_{wd}^t + W\beta} \frac{N_{id}^t + \alpha}{\sum_t N_{id}^t + T\alpha} \]

where \( z_{id} = t \) is the assignment of the \( t \)th word in document \( d \) to topic \( t \), \( x_{id} = w \) indicates that the current observed word is \( w \), and \( z^{id} \) is the vector of all topic assignments not including the current word. \( N_{w,d}^t \) represents integer count arrays (with the subscripts denoting what is counted), and \( \alpha \) and \( \beta \) are Dirichlet priors.

The maximum a posterior (MAP) estimates of the topics \( p(w|t), t = 1 \ldots T \) and the mixture of topics in documents \( p(t|d), d = 1 \ldots D \) are given by

\[ p(w|t) = \frac{N_{wt} + \beta}{\sum_w N_{wt} + W\beta} \]
\[ p(t|d) = \frac{N_{id}^t + \alpha}{\sum_t N_{id}^t + T\alpha} \]

Pathology of Learned Topics

Despite referring to the distributions \( p(w|t) \) as topics, suggesting that they have sensible semantic meaning, they are in fact just statistics that explain count data according to the underlying generative model. To be more explicit, while many learned topics convey information similar to what is conveyed by a subject heading, topics themselves are not subject headings, and they sometimes are not at all related to a subject heading.

Since our focus in this paper is studying and evaluating the wide range of topics learned by topic models, we present examples of less useful topics learned by topic models. Note that these topics are not simply artifacts from one particular model started from some particular random initialization—they are stable features present in the data that can be repeatedly learned from different models, hyperparameter settings and random initializations. The following list shows an illustrative selection of less useful topics:

- north south carolina korea korean southern kim daewoo government country million flag thoreau economic war ... This topic has associated Carolina with Korea via the words north and south.
- friend thought wanted went knew wasn’t love asked guy ... This is a typical “prose” style topic often learned from collections of emails, stories or news articles.
- google domain search public copyright helping query-... This is a topic of boilerplate copyright text that occurred in a large subset of a corpus.
- effect significant increase decrease significantly change resulted measured changes caused ... This is a topic of comparisons that was learned from a large collection of MEDLINE abstracts.
- weekend december monday scott wood going camp richard bring miles think tent bike dec pretty ... This topic includes a combination of several commonly occurring pathologies including lists of names, days of week, and months of year.

Collections Modeled

We used two document collections: a collection of news articles, and a collection of books. These collections were chosen to produce sets of topics that have more variable quality than one typically observes when topic modeling collections of scientific literature. A collection of \( D = 55,000 \) news articles was selected from Linguistic Data Corporation’s gigaword corpus, and a collection of \( D = 12,000 \) books was downloaded from the Internet Archive. We refer to these collections as “News Articles” and “Books” throughout the remainder of this paper.

Standard procedures were used to create the bags-of-words for the two collections. After tokenization, and removing stopwords and words that occurred fewer than ten times, we learned topic models of News Articles using \( T = 50 \) (T50) and \( T = 200 \) (T200) topics, and a topic model of Books using \( T = 400 \) (T400) topics. For each topic model, we printed the set of \( T \) topics. We define a topic as the list of ten most probable words in the topic. This cutoff at ten words is arbitrary, but it balances between having enough words to convey the meaning of a topic, but not too many words to complicate human judgements or our scoring models.

3 Human Scoring of Topics

We selected 117 topics from News Articles, including all 50 topics from the T50 topic model, and 67 selected topics from the T200 topic model. We selected 120 topics from the T400 topic model of Books. To increase the expected number of useful and useless topics, we pre-scored topics using our scoring models (described later) to select a mix of useful, useless, and in-between topics to make up the sample. We asked nine human subjects to score each of the 237 topics on a 3-point scale where 3=“useful” and 1=“useless”.

We provided a rubric and some guidelines on how to judge whether a topic was useful or useless. In addition to showing several examples of useful and useless topics, we gave the following instructions to people performing the evaluation:

The topics learned by a topic model are usually sensible, meaningful, interpretable and coherent. But some topics learned (while statistically reasonable) are not particularly useful for human use. To evaluate our methods, we would like your judgment on how “useful” some learned topics are. Here, we are purposefully vague about what is “useful” ... it is some combination of coherent, meaningful, interpretable, words are related, subject-heading like, something you could easily label, etc.

Figure 1 shows selected useful and useless topics from News Articles, as scored by nine people. For our purposes, the usefulness of a topic can be thought of as whether one could imagine using the topic in a search interface to retrieve documents about a particular
The remaining scores (Pearson correlation coefficient $\rho = 0.78\ldots 0.81$). In the following sections we present models to predict these human judgements.

Figure 1: Selected useful and useless topics from collection of News Articles. Each line represents one topic.

Figure 2: Selected useful and useless topics from collection of Books.

The intuition behind our first scoring model, pointwise mutual information (PMI) using external data, comes from the observation that occasionally a topic has some odd-words-out in the list of ten words. This leads to the idea of a scoring model based on word association between pairs of words, for all word pairs in a topic. But instead of using the collection itself to measure word association (which could reinforce noise or unusual word statistics), we use a large external text data source to provide regularization.

Specifically, we measured co-occurrence of word pairs from two huge external text datasets: all articles from English Wikipedia, and the Google n-grams data set. For Wikipedia we counted a co-occurrence as words $w_i$ and $w_j$ co-occurring in a 10-word window in any article, and for Google n-grams, we counted a co-occurrence as words $w_i$ and $w_j$ co-occurring in any of the 5-grams. These co-occurrences are counted over corpora of 1B and 1T words respectively, so they produce reasonably reliable statistics.

We choose pointwise mutual information as the measure of word association, and define the following scoring formula for a topic $w$:

$$\text{PMI-Score}(w) = \text{median}\{\text{PMI}(w_i, w_j), ij \in 1 \ldots 10\},$$
PMI($w_i, w_j$) = \log \frac{p(w_i, w_j)}{p(w_i)p(w_j)}

where the top-ten list of words in a topic is denoted by $w = (w_1, \ldots, w_{10})$, and we exclude the self PMI case of $i = j$. The PMI-Score for each topic is the median PMI for all pairs of words in a topic (so for a topic defined by the top-10 words, the PMI-Score is the median of 55 PMIs). Note that if two words are statistically independent, then their PMI is zero.

Our PMI-Score is illustrated in Figure 4 for a topic of five words: “music band rock dance opera”. Using co-occurrence frequencies from Wikipedia, we see unsurprising high-scoring word pairs, such as PMI(rock,band)=4.5, and PMI(dance,music)=4.2. Some pairs exhibit greater independence, such as PMI(opera,band)=1.4. The PMI-Wiki-Score\(^2\) for this topic is the median of all the PMIs, or PMI-Wiki-Score=3.1.

We see broad agreement between the PMI-Wiki-Score and the human scoring in Figure 5, which shows a scatterplot for all 237 topics. The correlation between the PMI-Wiki-Score and the mean human score is $\rho = 0.72$ for News Articles and $\rho = 0.73$ for Books (we define correlation $\rho$ as the Pearson correlation coefficient). This correlation is relatively high given that the inter-rater-correlation is only slightly higher at $\rho = 0.78 \ldots 0.81$.

Using the Google 5-grams data instead of English Wikipedia for the external data source produces similar results, shown in Figure 6. In this case, the pointwise mutual information values are computed using word statistics from the 1 billion Google 5-grams instead of 2 million Wikipedia articles. The correlations are in a similar range ($\rho = 0.70 \ldots 0.78$) with a slightly higher correlation of $\rho = 0.78$ for News Articles.

Why does our PMI-Score model agree so well with human scoring of topics? Our intuition is that humans consider associations of pairs of words (or the association between one word and all the other words) to determine the relatedness and usefulness of a topic. This

\(^1\)We illustrate using 5 words instead of 10 for simplicity.
\(^2\)This is the PMI-Score computed using frequency counts from Wikipedia.

5 Scoring Model II: Google

In this section we present a second scoring scheme, again based on a large external data source: this time human process is somewhat approximated by the calculation of the PMI-Score.
the entire World Wide Web crawled by Google. We present two scoring formulas that use the Google search engine:

\[
\text{Google-titles-match}(w) = 1 \left\lfloor w_i = v_j \right\rfloor,
\]

where \(i = 1, \ldots, 10\) and \(j = 1, \ldots, |V|\), and \(v_j\) are all the unique terms mentioned in the titles from the top-100 search results, and \(1\) is the indicator function to count matches; and

\[
\text{Google-log-hits}(w) = \log(\# \text{ results from search for } w),
\]

where \(w\) is the search string \("+w_1 +w_2 +w_3 \ldots +w_{10}\) ".

We use the Google advanced search option ‘+’ to search exactly as is and prevent Google from using synonyms. Our intuition is that the mention of topic words in URL titles — or the prevalence of documents that mention all ten words in the topic — may better correlate with a human notion of the usefulness of a topic.

For example, issuing the query to Google: ‘"+space +earth +moon +science +scientist +light +nasa +mission +planet +mars" returns 171,000 results (so Google-log-hits(w)=5.2), and the following list shows the titles and URLs of the first 6 results:

1. NASA - STEREO Hunts for Remains of an Ancient Planet near Earth (science.nasa.gov/headlines/y2009/...)
2. NASA - Like Mars, Like Earth (www.nasa.gov/audience/foreducators/k-4/features/...)
3. NASA - Like Mars, Like Earth (www.nasa.gov/audience/forstudents/5-8/features/...)
4. ASP: The Silicon Valley Astronomy Lectures Podcasts (www.astrosociety.org/education/podcast/index.html)
5. NASA calls for ambitious outer solar system mission - space ... (www.newscientist.com/article/...)
6. NASA International Space Station Mission Shuttle Earth Science, ... (spacestation-shuttle.blogspot.com/2009/08/...)

The underlined words show mentions of topic words in the URL titles, with the first six titles giving a total of 17 mentions. The top-100 URL titles include a total of 194 matches, so for this topic Google-titles-match(w)=194.

We see surprisingly good agreement between the Google-titles-match score and the human scoring in Figure 7 for the News Articles (\(\rho = 0.78\)), and a lower level of agreement for Books (\(\rho = 0.52\)). In the PMI-Scores there was no clear pattern of outliers in the scatterplots against the mean human score. However, we see a definite constraint of the Google-titles-match score, where there are many topics that received a high human score, but a low Google-titles-match score. Table 1 shows selected topics having a high human score (useful), but a low Google-titles-match score. The first three topics listed (from News Articles) show different types of problems. The first topic is clearly about cooking, but does not mention the word cooking. Furthermore, it is unlikely that URL titles would include words such as “teaspoon” or “pepper”, so we are not surprised that Google-titles-match fails to give this topic a high score. The second topic is mostly about NASA and space exploration, but is polluted by the words “firefighter” and “worcester”, which will severely limit the number of results returned. By using the median, the PMI-Score of this topic is less sensitive to these words that don’t fit the topic, but the Google-titles-match has less hope of producing a useful list of search results when all ten words are included in the search query. Topics from Books follow, and we see a similar problem to the cooking topic from News Articles, where the words in the topic clearly convey something semantically coherent, but fail to evoke URL titles that mention those general terms.

We see less promising results from our Google-log-hits score, which has relatively low correlation with the mean human scoring (\(\rho = 0.09 \ldots 0.49\), as shown in the scatterplots in Figure 8. For this scoring formula we observed the reverse of the problem of Google-titles-match, namely we saw overly favorable scoring of many topics that received a low human score. Table 2 shows selected topics having a low human score (not useful), but a high Google-log-hits score. The topics in this table all exhibit the similar characteristic of all ten words being relatively common words. Consequently there exist many web pages that contain these words (issuing these topics as queries returned between 250,000 and 10,000,000 results). This behavior of Google-log-hits and failure to agree with human scoring (in this case) is relatively easy to understand.

Figure 7: Scatterplot of Google-titles-match score vs. mean human score.
6 Document Similarity

Discovering semantically similar documents in a collection of unstructured text has practical applications, such as search by example. Many studies have been proposed to calculate inter-document similarity since 1950s. For example, Granger and Bengio [2005] use hyperlinks to score linked documents on the Web higher than unlinked for information retrieval tasks. Kaiser et al. [2009] use Wikipedia to find similar documents for a focused crawler (they also provide a good literature review on recent approaches that use support vector machines, latent semantic analysis (LSA), or explicit semantic analysis). Lee et al. [2005] empirically compare between three categories of binary, count, and LSA similarity models over a small corpus of human judged texts and concluded that evaluation of such models should occur in the context of their applications.

Humans judge two texts to be similar if they share the same concepts or topics [Kaiser et al., 2009]. We use our learned topics from News Articles to find similar documents and compare them against count-based models implemented in a search engine. Our preliminary findings show that if documents contain useless text — words that are not related to the main topic of the text or bear no content, such as advertisements — then they are likely to be mistakenly considered similar using document similarity metrics that rely on term frequencies. Below, we explain our experimental setup and results.

Count-Based Similarity

We used the Okapi BM25 [Walker et al., 1997] ranking function implemented in the Zettair search engine. Similarity scores are based on term frequency and inverse document frequencies in a document collection.

Topic-Based Similarity

A document similarity measure using topics was computed using Hellinger distance. For every pair of documents \( d_i \) and \( d_j \) in a collection, and a set \( T \) of learned topics, Hellinger distance is computed as below:

\[
\text{dist}(d_i, d_j) = \frac{1}{2} \sum_{t=1}^{T} \left( \sqrt{p(t|d_i)} - \sqrt{p(t|d_j)} \right)^2,
\]

\[
\text{dist}^*(d_i, d_j) = \frac{1}{2} \sum_{t \in \text{useful}} \left( \sqrt{p(t|d_i)} - \sqrt{p(t|d_j)} \right)^2,
\]

Table 1: Disagreement between high human scores and low Google-titles-match scores.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Human</th>
<th>Titles-match</th>
<th>Topic</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>2.6</td>
<td>8</td>
<td>cup add tablespoon salt pepper teaspoon oil heat sugar pan ...</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>2.4</td>
<td>4</td>
<td>space nasa moon mission shuttle firefighter astronaut launch worcester rocket ...</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>2.3</td>
<td>0</td>
<td>oct series braves game yankees league bba met championship red ...</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>2.9</td>
<td>25</td>
<td>church altar churches stone chapel cathedral vestment service pulpit chancel ...</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>3.0</td>
<td>6</td>
<td>cases bladder disease aneurism tumour sac hernia artery ligature pain ...</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>2.8</td>
<td>23</td>
<td>art ancient statues statue marble phidias artist winckellmann pliny image ...</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>3.0</td>
<td>3</td>
<td>window nave aisle transept chapel tower arch pointed arches roof ...</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>2.9</td>
<td>18</td>
<td>crop land wheat corn cattle acre grain farmer manure plough ...</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>2.8</td>
<td>32</td>
<td>account cost item profit balance statement sale credit shown loss ...</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>2.9</td>
<td>20</td>
<td>pompeii herculaneum room naples painting inscription marble bronze bath ...</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>3.0</td>
<td>21</td>
<td>window nave choir arch tower churches aisle chapel transept capital ...</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>3.0</td>
<td>31</td>
<td>drawing draw pencil pen drawn model cast sketches ink outline ...</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Table 2: Disagreement between low human scores and high Google-log-hits scores.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Human</th>
<th>log hits</th>
<th>Topic</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>1.0</td>
<td>5.4</td>
<td>dog moment hand face love self eye turn young character ...</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>1.2</td>
<td>7.0</td>
<td>change mean different better result number example likely problem possible ...</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>1.2</td>
<td>6.4</td>
<td>fact change important different example sense mean matter reason women ...</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>1.1</td>
<td>5.9</td>
<td>friend thought wanted went knew wasn’t love asked guy took ...</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>1.1</td>
<td>5.6</td>
<td>thought feel doesn’t guy asked wanted tell friend doing went ...</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>1.1</td>
<td>6.1</td>
<td>bad doesn’t maybe tell let guy mean isn’t better ask ...</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>1.0</td>
<td>6.7</td>
<td>entire finally condition position considered result follow highest greatest fact ...</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>1.0</td>
<td>6.3</td>
<td>soon short longer carried rest turned raised filled turn allowed ...</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>1.1</td>
<td>6.1</td>
<td>modern view study turned face detail standing born return spring ...</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>1.2</td>
<td>6.3</td>
<td>sort deal simple fashion easy exactly call reason shape simply ...</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>1.1</td>
<td>6.4</td>
<td>proper require care properly required prevent laid making taking allowed ...</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>1.0</td>
<td>6.7</td>
<td>person occasion purpose respect answer short act sort receive rest ...</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>1.0</td>
<td>6.1</td>
<td>want look going deal try bad tell sure feel remember ...</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>1.2</td>
<td>6.3</td>
<td>saw cried looked heard stood asked sat answered began knew ...</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

http://www.seg.rmit.edu.au/zettair/
where \( p(t|d_i) \) and \( p(t|d_j) \) are probabilities of topics in documents \( i \) and \( j \). We provide two formulas for Hellinger distance, one based on all topics, and \( \text{dist}^* \) that uses just the “useful” topics.

**Experimental Setup**

Fifty documents were randomly selected from News Articles based on their proportion of useful and useless topics. An overview of the documents in the collection based on their percentages of useless text is shown in Figure 9. Our aim is to improve document similarity calculations on the right tail of this graph where the documents contain a larger proportion of useless text which could mislead document similarity methods that rely on the frequency of terms. We therefore first extracted those documents that contained at least 30% useful content (based on PMI-Wiki-Score) and at least 40% non-content text. We then calculated the similarity scores of 50 randomly selected documents from this subset with other documents in the collection. For count-based methods, we used each of these 50 full documents as queries to retrieve a ranked list of similar documents using the Zettair search engine. For the topic-based method, two approaches were used: using all the topics generated for the collection (\( T^{200} \)), and using useful topics as based on the topics’ PMI-Wiki-Score.

In a preliminary experiment, a human judge was presented with original documents and the top most similar document (Top-1) extracted by each method. The human judge was not aware of the order of methods which the documents were retrieved. A simple binary scoring of similar or not-similar was used. The criteria for similarity was the overall subject of the documents, for example, both being about a specific sport. For 32 of 50 cases (64%), all methods successfully resulted in documents judged to be similar by the human judge. In only one case did Okapi outperform both topic-based methods. Using the useful-topics metric (\( \text{dist}^* \)) led to 94% accuracy against similarity judgements; all topics (\( \text{dist} \)) was 88% accurate; Okapi was 70% accurate. Also, the overlap between the ranked outputs of the two systems, Okapi and useful topics, was very low: 30% in Top-1 overlapped (the documents were the same for the both systems).

Figure 10 shows an illustrative example where using topic modeling, in particular using good topics (i.e. \( \text{dist}^* \)), outperforms Okapi when the original document contains a large proportion of non-content text.

While he experiments described in this section are limited in scope, they constitute an initial investigation into the task-level effectiveness of topic-based metrics that ignore “useless” topics. We believe that the results indicate that, for texts that contain “noise”, identifying the “useful” topics in a topic model has promising applications.

**7 Conclusion**

Evaluation of topic modeling — the analysis of large sets of unstructured documents and assignment of series of representative words as topics to clusters of documents — has hardly been investigated. In particular, meaning of the topics and human perception of their usefulness had not been studied before. Here, we investigated topic modeling evaluation using external data (Wikipedia documents, Google n-grams, and Google hits), and compared our proposed methods with human judgments on usefulness of the topics. According to our experiments on collections of news articles and books, a scoring method using pointwise mutual information scoring of similar or not-similar was used. The criteria for similarity was the overall subject of the documents, for example, both being about a specific sport. For 32 of 50 cases (64%), all methods successfully resulted in documents judged to be similar by the human judge. In only one case did Okapi outperform both topic-based methods. Using the useful-topics metric (\( \text{dist}^* \)) led to 94% accuracy against similarity judgements; all topics (\( \text{dist} \)) was 88% accurate; Okapi was 70% accurate. Also, the overlap between the ranked outputs of the two systems, Okapi and useful topics, was very low: 30% in Top-1 overlapped (the documents were the same for the both systems).

Figure 10 shows an illustrative example where using topic modeling, in particular using good topics (i.e. \( \text{dist}^* \)), outperforms Okapi when the original document contains a large proportion of non-content text.

While he experiments described in this section are limited in scope, they constitute an initial investigation into the task-level effectiveness of topic-based metrics that ignore “useless” topics. We believe that the results indicate that, for texts that contain “noise”, identifying the “useful” topics in a topic model has promising applications.

**7 Conclusion**

Evaluation of topic modeling — the analysis of large sets of unstructured documents and assignment of series of representative words as topics to clusters of documents — has hardly been investigated. In particular, meaning of the topics and human perception of their usefulness had not been studied before. Here, we investigated topic modeling evaluation using external data (Wikipedia documents, Google n-grams, and Google hits), and compared our proposed methods with human judgments on usefulness of the topics. According to our experiments on collections of news articles and books, a scoring method using pointwise mutual information
on Wikipedia documents and Google n-grams has great potential to distinguish useful (or meaningful) topics from useless ones. This finding is supported by high correlation between our scoring approaches and human judgements on the same topics. We also showed a possible application for distinguished useful topics in extraction of similar documents in a collection.
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